Facilities Plan

Mission
Our mission is “to offer educational opportunities for students to achieve professional
development and success through real-world tools and applications to obtain employment.”
Howard HealthcareAcademy was founded on strict principles and core values that center around
success and growth. We have created educational facilities that focus on live, hands-on
experience. Through real life learning environments, and technical courses, instructors prepare
our students with the hands-on knowledge they need to apply for an entry-level dental assisting
position. We want to help out future dental assistants and help them build careers. This way, the
dental community / employers will have the support needed to provide patient care.

Vision
The vision of Howard Healthcare Academy is to be recognized as a top performing educational
institution and be the preferred choice for quality education and training.

Facilities Plan

Physical Facilities
Howard Healthcare Academy has developed this plan to address and maintain the
adequacy and improvement of all physical facilities for its campus. The
maintenance of facilities at the institution is managed by the Executive Assistant to
the CEO, Mrs. Gina Hernandez. Mrs. Hernandez oversees the maintenance of
facilities to ensure a safe, clean, and healthy learning environment. Utilizing a team
of dedicated professionals Mrs. Hernandez is able to provide proactive, high
quality custodial, building maintenance and grounds services to the institution in a
timely and cost effective manner. All team members are skilled in their respective
area of expertise and perform quality control, utilize effective communication, and
practice safety as well as preventative maintenance on a regular basis.
The Howard Healthcare Academy custodial staff provide routine cleaning of
buildings, waxing of floors, trash removal, carpet cleaning, etc. Regular
inspections are conducted at facilities to ensure federal,state, and local codes are
met. If recommendations or deficiencies result from inspections, Howard
Healthcare Academy staff works closely with Mrs. Hernandez to address the issue
until the requirements are met. Even though the Howard Health Academy
custodians do not report directly to administrators, they work closely together to
ensure an adequate, safe, and healthy physical environment for students, staff, and
visitors
Technical Infrastructure
Howard Healthcare Academy has developed this plan to address and maintain the
adequacy and improvement of the school’s technical infrastructure. In order to
maintain adequate technical infrastructure, the institution employs one contracted
IT professional from Fireworx Network Management who sets up computers and
printers on its network. He orders hardware, software, and accessories, and helps
staff troubleshoot.

Evaluation & Revision
Howard Healthcare Academy’s method for evaluation and revision of adequacy of
the technology infrastructure is accomplished through ongoing live audit
maintenance of all computer systems provided on contractual basis through
Fireworx Network Management. Expansion, repair, replacement, and security of
all technology equipment is covered therein.

